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About This Game

Stage Fright is a single player rhythm and horror game where you take the role of a piano prodigy who is overwhelmed by
musical performance anxiety. This anxiety manifests itself as a supernatural ghost girl, the mysterious HANNAH, who haunts

your concerts to strain your ability and sanity.

The game is played with Guitar-Hero-style beatmatching mechanics - however, the better you do, the more horror elements you
will get! Jump scares, unsettling visual elements, and even UI breakdowns are in store as the the game itself tries to prevent you

from succeeding.

You will experience stage fright. The question is, how will you deal with it?
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7 original songs at release! Enjoy the haunting piano melodies of composers Larry Shen and Jeff Huang.

Procedural Horror! Our system will recognize how well you are playing and mess with you while you're doing well.

Play on a computer keyboard or use a MIDI Controller! Stage Fright can be played with both.

Discover the story! Piece together the horror elements to figure out who HANNAH is, and why she is haunting you.
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Title: Stage Fright
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Broan Games
Publisher:
Broan Games
Release Date: 1 Feb, 2018
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No.
No, this is just dumb. And I like hidden object games.

"Sacra Terra: Angelic Night". In which an angel powered by "the light" (?) whose abusive parents (??) summoned demons from
hell via a runic circle by not properly doing the wizardry ritual (3X ??? COMBO) recruits your ambiguous player character to
find a bunch of hidden objects and do some puzzles to send demons representing the seven deadly sins (including "ire", because
maybe "wrath" was too hardcore) back to hell.

Highlights included the game getting stuck on one line during the "poison Greed' puzzle to inform me that "DEMONS LOVE
CINNAMON" over and over again, the game STARTING with the old locked door/paper/keyhole puzzle which is a shooting
offense in proper adventure game circles and was old when INFOCOM died, and the soundtrack denoting the appearance of an
angel by going "ANGELLLLLL" at me.

I just... I have a tolerance threshold and after around 100 minutes of gameplay this was OVER it by a mile.
I'm not gonna lose sleep over dumping this one.. I'm NOT a fan of this game. But, that doesn't mean I can't see it's joys for
certain people. I love space combat, but like I love my other more visceral types of combat.

I've never been a fan of turn-based rpg elements like this.

If you really enjoy turn-based (think hexagon/grid squared based RPGS), then apply that thinking to outer space. Bingo, got this
game. I'm guessing the name may be based off of Fallout Tactics? similar combat to that game.

If you enjoy that, you'll like this. Just not my cup of tea.. My favourite horror game, can't wait for the sequel on Halloween.
Also this is one of the horror games that really scare me. John Kolbek and Nathan Sanders did a really good job on this. I
definatly recommend this.. I put bomb, i die from bomb 10/10. A worthy successor to the first game, though not as persistently
creepy. The change to a 3D engine was unnecessary IMHO - the point and click of the first game worked just fine. A 70\/100
effort.

The good

Great use of Lovecraft's stories and mythos
Some challenging puzzles
Excellent sound effects
Occasionally dark and unsettling
Good use of lighting

The bad

Inventory the same as the first game, and just as unintuitive
Models and animations are low-res and stiff
A few frustrating dead-ends. This is a must-play for fans of R-Type and Gradius.. i think its a pretty simple game with easy to
understand controls althoug there are a couple of things that might be weird at first but that might be me.Its pretty challenging
and involves a lot of focus on all the different things going on depending on
the boss youre fighting.Perfect if youre lokking for a game that is easy tho learn but hard to master and the boss fights are
epic.the artstyle is simple and minimalistic but still manages to add a lot of detail so i think that is great.I just think its pretty
weird that sometimes it can take 10 minutes to find the boss and sometims hes the first thing you fight.But all in all its a
challanging but fun game defnettly recommend
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This game is just awesome... Cant believe he's so underrated.. HyperRogue is a remarkable tour through non-Euclidian
geometry. I never thought I'd be able to imagine what it would actually be like to live in an M.C. Escher drawing, but now I can
visualize it! The gameplay is surprisingly deep, and you can easily sink many hours into exploring and surviving in this strange
world. The music is unremarkable, and I eventually took to listening to podcasts while playing. I haven't beaten the game, and
I'm not sure I ever will, because this game is MASSIVE—the number of unique worlds to explore is truly astounding. There
isn't much of a plot though, so I don't feel like I'm missing out on too much.
I highly recommend HyperRogue, particularly if you enjoy having your brain warped to places near-impossible to imagine.
May the power of geometry be with you, fellow explorer; you'll need it in these lands.... This game has one of the best
multiplayer experiences I have seen.

Unfortunately, that multiplayer experience is all but dead. The Master Server was shut down some time ago with little hope of it
returning. The Single Player campaign is still one of the best I have ever played. Great game, highly recommended!. This game
single-handley gave me more methods of reaching goals than any modern AAA RPG game has in the last 4 years.

Refund / 10.. pros:
- open world maps
- rifles
- BR testing

cons:
- collision bugs
- pistol bugs. Nice! Some fights are very hard though, and the game doesn't really help you in finding out where to go, so there's
a lot of try and error and running into mobs which are still way too strong (and unlike the tutorial said, you will die often)..
Excellent gameplay, wonderfully campy story, drops you right into the action, plenty of upgrades and replayability. Sometimes
you'll snag on corners, but that's the only criticism I have. Absolutely recommended!
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